
 

Analysis of common problems in progressive stamping die  

 
In the s tamping production of progressi ve die, i t is necessary  to carry out specific  

analys is  for the phenomenon of poor stamping, adopt  effecti ve t reatment measures, and 

fundamentally  solve the problems that  occur, so as to reduce product ion costs and 

achieve smooth production.  The fol lowing are the reasons for the common bad stamping 

phenomenon in production and the t reatment measures are as fol lows, for the stamping 

dies maintenance personnel to refer to. 

 

 

1. Stamping Parts Burr 

(1) Reason:  A,  the knife edge wears;  B,  the effect is  not  obvious after the gap is too 

large to repair the knife edge; C, the knife edge collapse angle; D, the gap is  

unreasonably up and down offset or loose; E, up and down dislocation.  

 

(2) Countermeasures: A, grinding the knife edge; B, control ling the convex or concave  

die machining accuracy or modifying the design c learance; C, grinding the blade; D,  

adjust ing the punching c learance to confirm the template hole wear or the processing 

accuracy of the stamping diesed part; E, replacement guide Piece or re-form 

. 

  

2. Chip smashing 

(1) Reason: A, the gap is too large; B, improper feeding; C, the stamping oil droplets are 

too fast,  the oil is  sticky;  D, the stamping dies is not  demagnetized;  E, the punch is  worn,  

and the scrap is pressed onto the punch;  F, The punch is too short, the length of the 

inserted die is insuffic ient; G, the material is hard, and the punching shape is s imple; H,  

emergency measures. 

(2) Countermeasures: A. Control the accuracy of the convex and concave die machining 

or modify  the design clearance; B. Trim the tape and clean the s tamping dies in t ime 

when it is  sent to the appropriate pos ition;  C.  Control the amount  of oil  in the stamping 

oil, or change the oil to reduce the viscosity; D After the training, the magnet must be 

demagnetized (more attent ion should be paid to the iron); E, the punching edge of the 

punch; F, adjust the length of the punch into the die; G, replace the material, modify the 

design. The punch is bladed into the end face to mount or t rim the bevel or arc (note the 

direct ion). Reduce the bonding area between the end surface of the punch edge and the 

chip; H, reduce the sharpness of the edge of the die, reduce the grinding amount  of the 

die edge,  and increase the roughness (cover) of the surface of the st raight edge of the 

die, Use a vacuum c leaner to absorb waste. Reduce the speed of the collis ion and slow 

down the chipping. 



 

3. Chip blockage 

(1) Reason: A, the leakage hole is small; B, the leakage hole is too large, the material is  

tumbling; C, the knife edge is worn, the burr is large; D, the stamping oil droplet is too 

fast , the oil is sticky; E, the concave s tamping dies is straight The surface of the blade is  

rough, the powder is sintered and adhered to the blade; F, the material is soft; G,  

emergency measures. 

 

(2) Countermeasures:  A, modify the leakage hole; B, modify the leakage hole; C, blade 

repair knife; D, control the amount of oil , replace the oil; E, surface treatment, polishing,  

pay attent ion to reduce the surface roughness Change the material,  F,  modify the 

blank ing c learance;  G,  the edge of the convex die edge is  t rimmed or curved (note the 

direction), use a vacuum cleaner to add air to the blanking hole of the pad. 

 

4. Cutting bias size variation 

(1) Reason: A, the convex and concave die edge wear, result ing in burrs (larger shape,  

smaller inner hole); B, improper des ign size and c learance, poor machining accuracy;  C,  

lower punch and die insert Equal offset,  uneven gap; D,  guide pin wear,  insuffici ent  pin 

diameter; E, guide wear; F, feeder feed distance, press material, loose adjustment  

improper; G, s tamping dies c losed s tamping dies height adjustment is improper; The 

material of the st ripping block is worn, the material without pressure (st rong pressure) 



funct ion (the material is pulled by the material to make the punching small); I, the st rong 

pressure of the unloading insert is  too deep,  the punching is  too large; J, the mechanical 

properties of the stamping material vary ( Strength elongation is unstable); K, when 

punching, the punching force pulls on the material, causing dimensional variat ion.  

(2) Countermeasures:  A, grinding the knife edge;  B,  modifying the des ign, control ling 

the machining accuracy; C, adjus ting its posit ional accuracy,  punching the gap; D,  

replac ing the guiding pin;  E,  replac ing the guide post, guide bush; F,  re -adjusting 

Feeder;  G,  re-adjust the stamping dies  clos ing height;  H,  grind or replace the st ripping 

insert , increase the st rong pressure funct ion, adjust the press material; I, reduce the 

strong pressure depth;  J,  replace the material, control the feed quality; K, punch The 

end face of the blade is t rimmed with a s lope or an arc (note the direct ion) to improve  

the st ress during the punching. When the l icense is applied, the loading part is placed 

on the unloading insert to provide a guiding function. 

 

5.Material Stuck 

 

(1) Reason: A, feeder feeding distance, press ing material, loose adjustment improperly;  

B, variation in delivery distance during product ion; C, feeder fai lure; D, material arc,  

width is too wide, large margin; E, 

Abnormal stamping of the die, causing the boring of the boring tool; F, i nsufficient  

aperture of the guide material,  pull ing the upper die;  G, bending or tearing posit ion is  not  



smooth; H, the material removal funct ion of the guide plate is improperly set,  the belt is  

belted ; I, thin material, sent to the middle warp; J, improp er stamping dies erection, and 

the deviation from the verticality of the feeder is large. 

 

(2) Countermeasures:  A, re-adjustment;  B,  re-adjustment;  C,  adjustment and 

maintenance; D, replacement of materials, control of feed quality; E, el imination of 

material belt  boring; F,  t raining and aligning positive hole convex,  concave die ;  G,  

adjust  the st rength of the st ripping spring;  H,  modify the guide material, the belt  on the 

anti-material belt; I,  add the upper and lower press material between the feeder and the 

stamping dies,  add the upper and lower squeeze material safety switch;  J,  re-erect  the 

stamping die. 

 

6. Strip with a sickle 

(1) Reason:  A,  stamping burrs (especially  on the carrier); B, material burrs , stamping 

dies  without t rimming;  C, improper punching depth (too deep or too shallow); D,  

stamping damage,  swarf in the stamping dies Material; E, local pressure material is too 

deep or partial pressure to the part; F, stamping dies design. 

 

(2) Countermeasures: A. Repair the cutt ing edge; B. Replace the material, add the 

trimming device to the stamping dies;  C,  re-adjust the depth of the punch; D, c lean the 

stamping dies  to solve the problem of chipping and crushing;  E, check and adjust the 

The height  of the st ripping and die inserts  is  correct,  and the damage is  repaired; F,  

adjusted by the bending mechanism. 

 

 

7. Punch break 

 

(1) Reasons: A, chipping,  chip block ing, jamming, etc.;  B, improper feeding, cutt ing half 

material;  C,  convex stamping dies  st rength is  insufficient ; D,  s ize convex stamping diess 

are too close, material drawing during punching, Induc ing small convex die breaks; E,  



convex and concave stamping diess are too sharp corners ; F,  blanking c learance is  

small; G,  no stamping oil  or us ed stamping oil is more volatile;  H,  punching gap is  

uneven, partial Displacement, convex and concave stamping dies interference; I, poor 

precis ion or wear of the insert insert, loss of prec ision guiding function; J, stamping dies  

orientat ion is not accurate,  wear;  K, convex,  concave stamping dies material is  

improperly  selected,  improper hardness;  I,  guide Material (pin) wear; m,  gasket is  

improperly installed. 

 

(2) Countermeasures: A. Resolve problems such as chipping, chip blocking, and card 

stamping dies; B. Pay attent ion to feeding, t rim the tape in time, and c lean the stamping 

dies in t ime; C. Modify the design, increase the overall s t rength of the punch, and 

shorten the die.  Straight  blade s ize,  pay attent ion to the edge of the convex blade to 

repair the slope or arc , the small part  is  cut later; D,  the length of the small punch is  

shorter than the thickness of the large punch; E, modify the design; F, control the 

convex and concave stamping dies processing accuracy or modify the design gap, the 

small part of the punching gap is appropriately increased; G, adjust the amount of 

stamping oil drip or replace the oil; H, check the accuracy of each forming part , and 

apply  adjustment or replacement to control the machining accuracy; , repair or 

replacement; J, replace the guide post, guide sleeve, pay attent ion to daily maintenance;  

K, replace the use of materials,  use the appropriate hardness;  I,  replace the guide parts;  

m, correction, the number of gaskets can be less, and use steel pads The under -die 

gasket needs to be placed under the spacer. 

   

8. Bending deformation size variation 

(1) Reason: A, the leading pin is worn,  the pin diameter is  insufficient;  B, the bending 

guide part  is  inferior in accuracy and wear; C, the bending convex and the concave die 

wear (pressure loss);  D, the s tamping dies y ield is insufficient ; E,  material s lip, bending 

convex,  concave stamping dies  without  guiding function, no preloading during bending;  

F, stamping dies st ructure and des ign size is poor; G, punching edge, caus ing poor 

bending; H, bending There are many shims in the convex and concave stamping diess,  

which cause dimens ional instabil ity;  I.  Material thickness and size variat ion; J,  material 

mechanical shape variabil ity. 

 

(1) Countermeasures: A, replace the guide pin; B, re -grind or replace; C, re-grind or 

replace;  D,  check,  correction;  E,  modify  the des ign, add guide and pre-press funct ion; F,  

modify  the design size ,  Decompose the bend, increase the bending and shaping, etc.;  

G, repair the material cut ting edge; H, adjus t, use the integral s teel pad; I, replace the 

material, control the feed quality; J, replace the material, control the feed quality.  



  

9. Punch height (when more than one piece  out from stamping dies) 

 

(2) Reason:  A,  punching edge; B, punching is c rushed,  there is  chip in the s tamping dies;  

C,  convex,  concave die (bending position) pressure loss or damage;  D,  turning when 

punching; E , related pressure parts wear, pressure loss; F, the relevant tearing pos ition 

tearing size is  inconsistent, the knife edge wear; G,  the relevant  easy to break  pos ition 

pre-cut depth is  inconsistent, the convex and concave stamping dies has wear or 

chipping; H,  the relevant convex part convex and concave The s tamping dies has 

chipping or wear is more serious; I, stamping dies design defects. 

 

(2) Countermeasures: A. Repair the cutt ing edge of the material level; B.  Clean the 

stamping dies to solve the float ing problem of the scrap;  C,  re -t rain or replace the new 

one; D, repair the cutt ing edge, adjus t or add the st rong pressure function;  E,  check,  

Perform maintenance or replacement; F, repair or replace, to ensure the same condition 

of tearing; G,  check the condit ion of pre -cut convex and concave stamping dies,  

implement maintenance or replacement; H, check the condit ion of convex and concave  

stamping dies, implement maintenance or replacement; I. Des ign, add high and low 

adjustments or add plastic working stations. 

 

 

10.  Improper maintenance 

 



(1) Reason: A. There is no foolproof function in the stamping dies. If the stamping dies is 

inadvertently, the reverse direction and misalignment (refer to different stations) are caused. B. 

The insert that has been offset by the gap is not restored as it is.  

 

(2) Countermeasures: A. Modify the stamping dies, increase the anti-stay function; B. Make a 

mark on the stamping dies, and make necessary inspections and confirmations after the 

stamping dies is set, and make a written record for inquiries. 

In the stamping production, the daily maintenance work of the stamping dies is very important, 

that is, daily check to check whether the press and the stamping dies are in a normal state, 

such as the fuel supply guide portion of the fueling. The inspection before the machine on the 

stamping dies, the inspection of the blade, the confirmation of the locking of each part, etc., 

can avoid many sudden accidents. When you are repairing a stamping dies, you must first 

think about it and do it carefully. 


